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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Wednesday December 16, 2015, Altair EC Meeting Room. 1830 
 
Attendance: Ralf Harding (Chair), Michael Meredith (Secretary), Paddy Conroy, 
Luisa Liotta, David Mackinnon, Deb Moore, Anna Shepherd. 
Mario Caruana (Building Manager). 
 
Guests:  
      
Apologies:  Michael Cluff (proxy to Deb), Chris Gardener.  
 
Minutes of Last Meeting: Accepted 
 
Matters Arising: See following headings. 
 
Correspondence:  

Motorbike noise 

Letter to MP for Sydney, Alex Greenwich, from the Chair seeking assistance with 

avenues of dealing with extremely loud motorbike noise; and response from Alex’s 

office noting that this issue has previously received some attention from Alex and his 

predecessor, Clover Moore, but that there are no immediate or easy remedies and 

any complaints should be directed to the Kings Cross Police (both pieces of 

correspondence have been posted on the noticeboard). Alex’s office has facilitated 

contact between the Chair and the KX Police. KX police advise that they will be 

increasing local and highway patrol actions in an attempt to address this issue. 

Finance Report:  

As we are at year end there is no finance report this month. Our 2015 final numbers 

will be audited and contained in the report for the AGM. Our preliminary figures 

suggest that we will finish the year ‘on-budget’. We have done this absorbing some 

un-budgeted items such as the relatively serious storm damage, water-proofing the 

lift housing on the roof and the garden concept fee at a total extra cost of approx. 

$70k - without recourse to the Lift Fund. 

Building Manager’s Report: Attached  

Electricity.  

Our contract with Origin expires at 31 December. Origin has advised of new rates 

effective 1 Jan for peak/off-peak etc. that are an increase of between 13 and 30%.  

We have liaised with StrataChoice and Francis Management. StrataChoice has 

developed an electricity buying group from their broad apartment building client base 

which it may be advantageous for us to join in the future but we could not do that 

until 2018.The numbers regarding joining the group haven’t worked for us in the past 

as FM have been able to negotiate better rates for Altair direct. 



FM has approached all the available suppliers and obtained a better price from a 

supplier which represents an approx. 5% saving on the new Origin pricing albeit 

remaining 6 – 23% more expensive than our old pricing structure. 

FM has recommended that we sign with Momentum for a year and review our 

situation and the market mid-2016. EC agreed to commit to Momentum for the next 

12 months. 

Updates 

Painting the Façade 
 
Work is due to be finished on the walls by Friday December 18. There will still be 
some brief work water-proofing a lift tower. Painting the Façade is one of the major 
jobs in the cycle for Altair which we anticipate will require doing again in about 15 
years…and have budgeted accordingly. Mario has done very well in getting this 
critical project completed to a good standard, on time and on budget. 
 
Lifts 
 
Our lifts consultant has advised of a series of necessary code upgrades and 
maintenance actions outside our regular Kone maintenance contract. These will 
involve essential work upgrading brakes etc. and the replacement at some point of 
some ‘buttons and electric controls’. The code up-grades/brakes works must take 
place over the next few years and will cost approximately $165k. We plan to address 
this at approx. $55k each year for 2016, 17 and 18. 
 
The ‘buttons and electric controls’ will cost about $180k and will depend on when 
controls failure (e.g. buttons not working) drives the need for replacement. We have 
timed that cost for 2018 on our consultant’s advice but note that this is an ‘educated 
guess’ and will have a some budget impact at whatever time it occurs. 
 
This expense of $345k is additional to the approx. $1.5m that will be required 
for the major upgrade in around 2026. 
 
Gardens 
 
A costing for projected works on a major refreshment of the common area podium 
gardens including pool surrounds was tabled. The plan suggests an implementation 
programme in May/June 2016 at $111k plus a contingency of $15k. It was agreed to 
deduct the contingency for budgeting purposes as the proposed new gardens will 
use existing beds so there shouldn’t be significant  ‘surprises’. 
 
EC agreed to recommend this project to the Owners at the AGM. 
 
Intercoms 
 
It is no longer possible to purchase replacement accessories for our existing 
intercom system. FM has reviewed the available products and is recommending a 
new system which will support colour video and the ability for two-way 
communication directly with the concierges as well as visitors. This will require some 
re-wiring. We are budgeting to implement the new system in 2016 which will put a 
new console in every apartment at a total installed cost of approx. $50k subject to 
Owner approval at the AGM. 



 
Air-Conditioning 
 
The owner of 1402, Vicki Goodwin, has had both A/C units and associated 
connections removed and repairs have been made to common property. Our court 
required accredited inspector has noted that the repairs to the common property 
doors are a ‘patch’.  
 
Unless the doors are replaced the EC note that the damage to the doors has been 
caused by the owner or her tenant and it was resolved that the Altair EC/OC accepts 
no responsibility for any repairs and/or replacement of this common property 
with respect to the current or any subsequent owner of 1402.  
 
The issue of costs recovery is now being addressed along with some legal issues. 
 
The EC had previously empowered Ralf and Michael M to deal with this matter on 
Altair’s behalf. With the resignation of Michael – see Executive Committee following – 
the EC agreed to delegate Deb to take Michael’s place to work with Ralf on this 
matter. 
 
2016 Budget/20-year Financial Plan 
 
We have developed an up-dated 20-year plan and 2016 budget(s).Our plans assume 
an annual inflation rate of 3%. We acknowledge that the official CPI is reportedly 
lower than that but our (Altair) real current cost increases are running at or about 3% 
and we have to take a 20 year view. 
 
Following discussions with Francis Management and StrataChoice we have 
projected our financial position at 1 Jan 2016 as being approx. $468k which we have 
allocated as follows: 
 
Lift Fund   $300k 
Sinking Fund   $  90k  
Admin Fund   $  78k 
  
Owners should note that this is a positive but effectively slightly better than ‘break-
even’ position following a major expenditure year in 2015 with Painting the Façade 
etc. and factoring in ongoing commitments in 2016.  
 
We have projected the usual admin expenses with adjustments for rate increases 
that we know about and inflation. Most of our ongoing agreements have automatic 
annual adjustment clauses but extraordinary movements like the 2016 electricity and 
insurance increases mean that the Admin expenses are moving faster than reported 
CPI.  
 
We have allowed for adding about $75k to the Lift Fund; and approx. $370k to the 
Sinking Fund in 2016 covering: 
 
Maintenance -   $124k 
Gardens -    $111k  
Fire Safety Solenoids -  $  22k 
Lift Code upgrades -   $  53k 
Intercoms -    $  50k 
Re-polish lobby floor -  $  12k 
    $372k 



 
The hail damaged pool slats will have to be replaced in 2016 but Mario has indicated 
that he should be able to deal with this cost ($13k?) from the Maintenance 
allowance.  
 
The proposed Sinking Fund costs for 2016 have increased by more than $100k over 
the 2015 20-year plan mainly due to the plan for the gardens.  
 
The average annual Sinking Fund expenditure for the next 10 years is around $310k 
p.a. so 2016 is an expensive year and following on from 2015 at over $600k 
compounds to keep us under ongoing financial pressure. This is exacerbated by the   
anticipated spends on the lifts and gardens over the next few years and the fact that 
our ‘cushion’ from 2015 has been exhausted. 
 
It may be that we will have to have a slight ‘booster’ increase in levies for the next 3 
or 4 years to overcome this spending ‘hump’. Our modelling suggests that we may 
have a few years requiring a 4% annual increase in levies rather than the normal 3% 
but it is too early to say at this time. 
 
Our finances are (and in your EC’s view always should be) tight - and tightly 
managed.  Building costs seem to be rising faster than the government CPI. We are 
very cost conscious and manage costs and projects as well as we can but we seem 
to have wrung most inefficiencies out of our processes and are now subject to 
market forces which are not always in line with CPI. We have, and will, continue to 
aggressively resist price movement.  
 
As our Lift Fund grows (now $300k) it becomes our de facto bank cushioning Altair 
against cash-flow issues. This is very important as we have uneven pressures year-
on-year in our Sinking Fund requirements.  Our 20-year Plan shows variances in 
annual Sinking Fund expenditures ranging from around $180k to about $1.7m p.a.  
 
We will put a motion to the Owners again this year allowing short-term access 
to the Lift Fund if there are any temporary cash-flow issues.  
 
Our 20-year plan clearly shows that we have positive cash-flow and a sustainable 
plan but we must maintain strong financial discipline to continue to effectively 
maintain and execute the plan. 
 
The Lift Fund is vital to making this plan possible. We may occasionally need to 
use the Lift Fund as a bank but it is fundamental that the value of this fund be 
maintained. 
 
Based on the above our analysis via the 20-year financial plan would suggest that we 
will need to raise the levies and rentals by Altair’s rate of inflation - 3.0% effective 
June 2016. Obviously the contemporary rate of inflation will always be a factor but 
this is the quantum of increase that Owners should expect annually to achieve this 
plan…with the caveat above re a possible small ‘booster’ increase from maybe 2017-
2020? 
 
The EC agreed the 20-year plan and 2016 budgets in principle noting that  

a) there will possibly still be some minor ‘tweaking’ up until the AGM papers are 
locked in mid-January and 

b) They will require Owner approval at the AGM. 
 
 



EGM/Retail Lot 
 
There are some by-laws (and Deed of Indemnity) relating to the Retail Lot previously 
reviewed by the EC (see minutes of EC meeting November 26) that require Owner 
approval. The EC have previously noted that they have no objection to these by-laws 
etc. These are essentially legal paperwork which our Strata Manager advises would 
be in Altair’s interests to have put before the Owners as soon as possible. It is 
proposed to have an EGM by proxy in January to tidy this up. This EGM will be 
funded by the owner of the Retail Lot. 
 
There is also a by-law relating to protecting our broadband service as vectored VDSL 
proposed by your EC and the ratification of a by-law and Deed of Indemnity for an 
awning at 1901 previously agreed by the EC which we will deal with at the same 
time. 
 
The EC agreed to proceed. 
 
Smoke 
 
There has recently been a ruling at NCAT where it was ordered that a landlord (NB – 
not the OC or EC) was negligent in not doing everything possible to prevent cigarette 
smoke from another apartment (not the landlords) entering his tenanted apartment 
thus purportedly causing health issues to his tenant. There has also been an opinion 
piece in the SMH from the Cancer Council suggesting that EC/OC’s could/should 
ban smoking within lots. 
 
We have consulted with our Strata Manager who advises that 
 

a) Existing Altair by-laws address this issue. 
b) He doubts whether EC/OCs could actually enforce a total smoke ban in an 

existing strata plan…from either a legal or practical perspective. 
c) If the proposed new Strata Act passes the NSW parliament then there are 

potential remedies to address ‘nuisance or hazard’ which might be applicable. 
 
In summary he believes that Altair has adequate by-law coverage of this issue at this 
time and that we should wait and see what any new legislation and possible new 
model by-laws might present. 
  
Altair Community - Christmas Party 
 
A very successful Christmas party was held on Tuesday December 8. Thanks to 
David Mackinnon, Mario Caruana and concierge Melissa for making this happen. 
 
Executive Committee 
 
The EC Secretary Michael Meredith and EC member Paddy Conroy, having both 
sold their apartments, had advised that they would resign from the Executive 
Committee effective of this meeting. A vacancy on the EC has been advertised and 
we have expressions of interest.  
 
Kevin Wellington and Eric Moses were elected to the EC.  
 
The EC passed a vote of thanks for the considerable service of Paddy over the last 4 
years and the outstanding contribution by Michael over 6 years including 4 years as 
Secretary. 



This will leave the EC without a Secretary. 
 
The possibility of the Chair also taking the Secretary role was discussed. This issue 
had previously been reviewed with our Strata Manager who had noted that, while not 
illegal, it would be poor corporate governance to have both EC ‘Officer’ roles (i.e. 
Chair and Secretary) incumbent in one person. The EC agreed with this assessment 
but noted that this will not likely be an issue until our next EC meeting which is 
immediately after the AGM.  
 
To avoid any issues was agreed that Ralf remain Chair until after the AGM and then 
become the Secretary.  Deb Moore agreed to take the role of Chair…subject to the 
existing EC being re-elected.  
 
AGM 
 
The AGM will be on Monday February 15, 2016. Any owner wishing to submit 
proposals for motions should contact our Strata Manager, Jim McDonald – 
jmcdonald@stratachoice.com.au. Our Strata Manager advises that any owners 
wishing to put forward motions should do so by Friday 15 January. 
 

Meeting concluded at 1930. 

Next EC Meeting: Monday February 15 2016...following the AGM.  

mailto:jmcdonald@stratachoice.com.au

